Broaden Your
Business Opportunities

The TAVALO™ LITE is a new compact kiosk that
includes all you need to get started with
semi-unattended kiosk solutions. The unit is perfect
for an office reception area, hotel foyers, and other
information points.

Attract More Users
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TAVALO LITE kiosks retain the sleek exterior and
small footprint common to other KING kiosk lines
and can accommodate a comprehensive array of
hardware accessories.

Peripherals Support
: Standard

O: Optional

The TAVALO LITE’s design is inviting to users and
promotes your corporate image. A wide range of
configurations provide several options to maximize
your kiosk business opportunities.

DISPLAY OPTIONS

Designed for 24x7 operation, TAVALO LITE kiosks
are highly reliable and responsive to user interaction.
We build our kiosks with high performance and
reliable technology.

TOUCH SCREEN



15" display (standard)





17" display (optional)



19" display (optional)
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OPTIONS

OVERALL DIMENSIONS

Desk mount



Freestanding floor mount



Wall mount



Wi-Fi



Magnetic stripe reader (swipe)

At KING, customer satisfaction is our highest priority.
We provide all the required services throughout the
lifecycle of your project.



Barcode reader

Our Professional Services include:
project management, training, custom hardware and
software engineering, content development, costing
and support.

Finishes

Your Satisfaction
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Surface Accoustic Wave (SAW)



With TAVALO LITE kiosks and our top-notch customer
service, your kiosk project is assured of success.
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Metric

Inches

A

410.5

16.16

B

344.5

13.56

C

60

2.36

(mm)

KING is committed to providing complete robust
solutions that meet your requirements.
We are focused on your kiosk business.
Stainless Steel

We celebrate 20 years of Kiosk Excellence (1988 - 2008)
Visit www.kingproducts.com to find out more about
our innovations throughout the two decades.

1435 Bonhill Rd, Unit 25,
Mississauga ON,
L5T 1R2 Canada

Toll-Free: 1.800.661.5464
Telephone: 905.812.5464
Fax: 905.816.1183

www.kingproducts.com
sales@kingproducts.com
a Division of Meridian Kiosks.
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The TAVALO™ LITE is a new compact kiosk which
is highly customizable. It works beautifully on its
own yet able to integrate seamlessly with other.

